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Agenda

● Introduction to Google
● How Play works
● Ranking and discoverability
● Service fees and payments
● Competition between app stores
● Google’s partnerships with OEMs
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Introduction to Google
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Google’s objectives

Respect for the 
privacy of users

Presenting information in 
the most useful way

Helping developers 
succeed

Maximising access
to information for 
everyone
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Google for Africa

● Google’s footprint in South Africa is 
currently focused on providing local 
support and marketing services for 
Google

● The Google in Africa blog provides 
news, stories and thought leadership 
from Google in Sub-Saharan Africa

● Google has recently announced a $1 
billion investment in Africa’s digital 
transformation over five years

● Google was honoured to have Stella 
Ndabeni-Abrahams, the Minister of 
Small Business Development speak 
at the announcement of this 
investment
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Google supports SMEs and HDPs in South Africa

● Google’s services (many of which are free) are immensely useful for SMEs and HDP-owned 
businesses 

● In recognition of the particular challenges faced by SMEs and HDPs, Google has also created 
specific schemes for sub-Saharan Africa to empower these businesses
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About Google My Business Google My Business is a free listing for businesses of all sizes. Show up when customers search for your business or businesses like 
yours on Google Search and Maps. Google My Business lets you post updates to showcase what’s new, respond to reviews to build loyalty and add photos to 
highlight what makes your business special. Learn more at google.com/business.

© 2018 Google LLC. All rights reserved. Google and the Google logo are trademarks of Google LLC. All other company and product names may be trademarks of the 
respective companies with which they are associated.

Finding new restaurant 
customers thanks to the 
free Google My Business
listing on Search & Maps

4Roomed eKasi*            *South African slang: “my community”

Cape Town, ZA • 4roomedeKasiculture.com • Google Maps Listing

1.5X
more website 
visits through 
the listing

6
employees 
hired & jobs 
created

The challenge

Inspired by her brother, who died of diabetes-related complications 

11 years ago, Abigail, a former dental technologist, is now 
improving living habits in townships, running a successful food & 

restaurant business called 4Roomed eKasi Foods, creating jobs 
and coaching other township businesses to follow her path. 

“People in townships used to eat healthy and what the home-grown 

garden provided. Unfortunately, healthy food is something often 
missing in townships today. 4Roomed eKasi Culture & Foods is 

here to close this gap by offering a healthy food option in a Cape 
Town township and by trying to evoke nostalgic moments through 

food, style and décor, from a time when multiple families shared a 
four roomed house as one big union in the townships.” - Abigail 

Mbalo-Mokoena, owner of 4Roomed eKasi Culture.

The approach

Every local business wants to stand out, engage with customers 

and find new clients. Abigail and the 4Roomed eKasi Foods 
restaurant is no different. 4Roomed eKasi Culture & Foods used 

the free Google My Business listing on Google Maps to create an 
up-to-date and verified business listing in order to stand out, to stay 

in touch with current customers and to find new clients. 

The results

The above outlined strategy helped 4Roomed eKasi to employ six 

people thanks to the business growth and is heading for more

growth with the intention of creating even more jobs in Cape Town’s 

townships. With an up-to-date listing on Google Maps the Google My 
Business entry has over 4300 visits per month and brings in 15+ 

bookings via phone calls from Google My Business. Most of the listing 
views are generated with search terms such as “restaurant” and 

“restaurants Cape Town”. Google is an important and crucial part of 
the business and helps to find new customers but also to stay in touch 

with current customers by posting on Google My Business.

“ Having an up-to-date listing on Google 
Maps is crucial. We get 15+ phone 
bookings and 60+ direction requests per 
month thanks to the listing. Before 
verifying the business people didn’t find 
us. Today people search for ‘restaurant’ 
and we appear. ”
—Abigail Mbalo-Mokoena, Founder of 4Roomed eKasi Culture 
and the restaurant 4Roomed eKasi Foods. 

60+
direction 
requests per 
month

15+
booking calls 
per month
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Examples of Google’s Initiatives for South Africans

● Google has helped 45,000 SMEs in Sub-Saharan Africa establish an online presence over 
the last 12 months

● Google provided an $500,000 (c.R7,500,000) grant to the YES Trust to support 165 Black 
South African youth

● Google Career Certificates - Grow with Google has given out 1,000 scholarships through 
Harambee, YES, Africa Coding Network, Quirky39, RLabs, and Global Citizen to give African 
youth skills in high demand sectors
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Many tools available for South African developers

● The Google Play Academy - the place to learn about Google Play Console features and the best 
ways to help grow your app or game business

● Google for Startups Accelerator Africa - a three-month virtual accelerator program for high 
potential Seed to Series A tech startups based in Africa

● Digital Skills Training - Google offers free training and mentorship for SMEs (including those 
owned by HDPs) on various digital marketing topics

● Google for Small Business - a free tool to help small African businesses establish and grow their 
online presence
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How Play Works
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Play explained

● Play is an online app store where Android users are able to choose from millions of free and 
paid for apps and games (both third-party and Google apps) from around the world

● Developers create apps and use Play as a global online marketplace to distribute these apps to 
Play’s 2 billion active monthly users. This allows South African developers the opportunity to 
reach users all over the world

● Distribution is free on the Play Store for most apps - 97% of apps are free to users. 
● Apps are screened for technical and security issues, and for compliance with content safety 

standards
● Play is not the only app store available on Android devices for developers to create apps for. 

Most Android devices come with at least 2 app stores
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Apps, games and other content at your fingertips 

Instant 
Immersive 

presentation 
Personalised 

recommendations 
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A Play developer’s journey

Register as a Play developerRegister as a Play developer

Wide range of app 
development 
materials and 

guidance

Wide range of app 
development 
materials and 

guidance

A registered Play app developer gets access to multiple benefits to create and 
maintain apps 

A registered Play app developer gets access to multiple benefits to create and 
maintain apps 

App maintenance 
tools and guidance
App maintenance 

tools and guidance
Developer 

programmes
Developer 

programmes
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Benefits of Play for users and developers

● For developers:
○ Lower barriers to entry: Play’s freemium model has created low barriers to entry for new developers, 

with the ability to manage and update their apps with ease
○ Improved distribution: ability to sell worldwide to c.3 billion devices and access to over 2+ billion active 

store users, even if they have an app that competes with one of Google’s own
○ Tools and services: app development and optimisation tools available to developers as well as more 

bespoke developer support 

● For users:
○ Discovery: frictionless access to millions of apps and games with personalised recommendations. Play 

Points and promotions provide users with value for money
○ Consumer protection: parental controls, budgeting and subscription management
○ Security: apps and games are scanned by Play Protect, with Google also providing anti-fraud protection 

and customer support
○ Ease of payment and app management: users can seamlessly install and uninstall apps. Paying for 

apps is made easy (including with direct carrier billing and gift cards)
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Ranking and Discoverability
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App Discovery

Google aims to ensure high-quality content and a positive 
user experience on Play.

Many different ways to discover apps on Play:

● Browsing the homepage
● Searching by title or category
● Editor’s Choice
● Personalised recommendations
● Top Charts 

These different ways of ranking apps mean a diverse 
range of high quality apps are exhibited to users
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Play’s ranking methodology

Apps are ranked based on:
● User relevance (based on location or query)
● Quality of app experience 
● Editorial value of content  
● User experience considerations
● Ads are shown alongside content but are clearly marked.
● Top Charts (the following requirements apply and are applied 

consistently):
○ Top free: free apps with the most installs over the prior 

seven days 
○ Top paid: paid apps with the most installs over the prior 

seven days
○ Top grossing: apps that generate the most revenue based 

on user spend

Google makes the ranking factors public so that all app developers 
can optimise their apps
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There is a level playing field between Google and third party 
apps

Google’s apps are rated, ranked and reviewed in the same way as third party apps:
● no ‘special treatment’ for Google apps in ‘top’ or other charts
● both Google and third party apps have to comply with Play Store policies

The aim of these policies is to put developers in the best position to have users discover and engage 
with their apps irrespective of the size of the developer.
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Service Fees and Payments
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Developers and users benefit from Google’s service fee structure 

● Developers who choose to monetise their apps use Play’s billing system for in-app 
digital purchases and pay a service fee on every transaction.  This affects c. 3% of 
apps

● Beyond payment processing costs, the service fee charged by Google reflects the 
value provided to developers and users by both Android and Play

■ The service fee funds the infrastructure needed for the Play Store to exist
■ The service fee is the most efficient way for Google to obtain a return on its 

investment in maintaining the Android ecosystem
● Google can only succeed when developers are successful on Play
● Users experience a seamless, trusted experience with Play’s billing system as well as 

word class security protections and transparent information
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Google Play’s service fees explained
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Service fee levels: reduced fee of 15% for subscription services (10% for eligible e-books and on-demand music 
streaming services), applicable from 1 January 2022. For other apps or games selling access to digital content or 

services, developers must pay a 15% fee on their first $1M in annual earnings and 30% on the remainder

Price competition with 
Apple and others

Price competition with 
Apple and others

One of many distribution 
channels for developers
One of many distribution 
channels for developers

Android is open source and royalty free: service fees represent a return on the investment that Google makes in 
maintaining the Android and Play ecosystems

Structure facilitates 
growth of small 

developers

Structure facilitates 
growth of small 

developers
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Our service fees are competitive, compared to other digital 
content platforms

Service Fee Rates 
for Select App Stores

Google 
Play Store 

10% (for eligible e-books and on-demand 
music streaming services)

15% (for first $1M in annual earnings and all 
subscription services from 2022)

30%
Amazon 
Appstore

20% (for devs earning up to $1M.)

30% (20% for video streaming subscriptions)

Samsung 
Galaxy Store 30% (or otherwise agreed upon)

Microsoft 
Store

15% on apps

12% on PC games

Apple 
App Store

15% (for devs earning up to $1M)

30% (15% for subscriptions after 12 mos.)

Service Fee Rates 
for Select Video Game Digital Marketplaces

Xbox 30% (15% for non-video game 
subscriptions)

PlayStation 30%

Nintendo 30%

Steam 30% for sales below $10 million

25% between $10 and $50 million

20% above $50 million

Epic Games 12%

Service Fee Rates 
for Select Digital Content Platforms

Anchor 
by Spotify 30% on sponsorships (advertising)

9.5% on listener donations 
(incl. 5% payment processing fee)

Amazon Prime 
Video Direct 50% on purchase & rental revenue

Kindle Direct 
Publishing 30% for eBooks between $2.99 & $9.99

65% otherwise

Kobo 30% for eBooks $2.99 and above

55% for eBooks below $2.99

55-68% for audiobooks

*Service fee rates from third-party sources, not disclosed by 
the marketplace.

TABLE 1 TABLE 2 TABLE 3
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Competition between App Stores
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Examples of App Stores on 
Android
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App Store on iOS

Other Android 
distribution channels 
● Sideloading via multiple channels (e.g. 

direct downloads; P2P transfers)
● Web apps
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Play competes with other app stores on Android

● Users are always free to use alternative app stores on Android devices, among other options
● Android users can access a plethora of competitor app stores - these can be downloaded by

sideloading, if not already preloaded by device manufacturers 
● Developers are not prohibited from distributing Android apps via competitors
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Other app stores can be installed on Android 
devices

For instance, all Samsung phones come with 
the Samsung Galaxy Store preinstalled
alongside Play

Many Android devices have at 
least two mobile app stores 

preloaded
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Play competes with established and upcoming app stores as well 
as other distribution channels
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Apple App StoreApple App Store
● Apple App Store carries more than 2 million apps
● Apple’s App Store generated more than US$72 billion 

mobile app consumer spend and gross app revenue in 2020
● iOS does not permit other app stores or sideloading of apps

Other 3P App StoresOther 3P App Stores
● Amazon App Store has nearly half a million apps, 

demonstrating significant depth.
● Huawei App Gallery has experienced a 2094% increase in 

the number of app downloads and updates from 2015 to 
2020. 

Source: Statista

Other channels and 
devices

Other channels and 
devices

● Other, non-mobile devices such as consoles (e.g. 
Microsoft/Xbox)

● Sideloading via multiple channels (e.g. direct downloads; 
P2P transfers)
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Sideloading is a meaningful option for users on Android devices 
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● As an alternative to using Play or a third-party app store, Android users can sideload apps
● Sideloading can be done via multiple channels (e.g. direct downloads; P2P transfers)
● Users are asked to ensure they trust the source of the download (including by adjusting their 

security permissions), but then are free to proceed with downloading the app
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Google’s Partnerships with OEMs
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OEMs have flexibility about how they use Android

Android device manufacturers may choose to license Google apps or not; they may also 
deeply customise the operating system (e.g. Amazon FireOS)

A manufacturer may 
build an Android device 
using only the open 
source software

The manufacturer is free 
to modify the OS to their 
distinct needs, and 
preload any set of 
applications

Example: Amazon

Amazon Fire
devices do not 
come with Google 
software, but do 
come with a 
number of popular 
apps from major 
mobile developers
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The Big Picture

● OEMs are not required to pre-install Google apps or the Play Store in order to
manufacture and market Android devices

● Users are free to download and use third party apps/app stores
● If OEMs choose to pre-install Google apps, placement requirements are minimal - leaves

ample space for other apps on screen
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Visual example of app store and app placements
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Thank you


